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Oehh
Oehhh

just let me tell you how much i really love you
and appreciate every little thing you do
now you don\\\'t have to say a word
i finally built up the nerve
just to let you know
how you\\\'re making me feel inside

so now\\\'s the perfect time for me to tell the truth
the only thing that makes me happy in life is you
i have searched everywhere
but nothing did compare
to the way i feel when you are by my side

you fix everything that is wrong with me
now my insecurity is like distant memories
and my shattered dreams, you found every piece
and you put them back together when you shared love
with me

i can\\\'t believe it
i found mr Fix it
i never dreamed i\\\'d find the one who\\\'d set me free
thanks for fixing me

call me up, i swear i\\\'ll run to you
because it\\\'s nothing, it\\\'s the least that i can do
there\\\'s no price too great (?), enough for me to pay
so i sacrifice my life to keep you satisfied

no one in this world will ever understand
how it feels to have my heart safe in your hand
i\\\'m so comfortable, when you\\\'re in control
just had to tell you these are all the reasons why

you fixed everything baby that was wrong with me
all my insecurities are distant memories
and my shattered dreams baby, you found every piece

and you put them back together when you shared love
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with me

i can\\\'t believe it
you\\\'re misses Fix it
i never dreamed i\\\'d find someone to set me free
thanks for fixing me

oehh
ohww
thank you, ooehh
oehh
oehhh
oehh
oehhh
oehh
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